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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

Research was performed during the year in three major areas:
co-processingof low-rankcoals with petroleumresids,the ChemCoalProcess,
and oil agglomeration.

The University of North Dakota Energy and Mineral Research Center
(UNDEMRC)research concludedthat co-processingappearsto have merit as a
means of reducing catalyst-poisoningmetals concentrationsin petroleum
resids, lt was found that pentaneextractionof the productslurryprovidesa
greateryield of usable product than distillation,and the pentane-soluble
product contains iron, nickel,and vanadium in concentrationscomparableto
those of the distillateproduct. The most successfultest in terms of product

' yield and compositionappearsto have been a low-temperaturefirst-stage/high-
temperature second-stagesystem. The use of the high-temperaturefirst-
stage/low-temperaturesecond-stagesystem commonlyused with most bituminous
coals does not appear to be as successfulfor low-rank coals (LRCs) with
respect to desiredproduct composition, lt was concludedthat, to properly
evaluateco-processing,both coal conversionand the extent of upgradingneed
to be assessed in terms of ireactioncost and productvalue.

The majority of the work performedon the ChemCoalProcessconcentrated
on redesign of the systemreactorand downstreamprocessingareas,as well as

:_ the associatedrefit of e_uipment. The new designsappear to have had the
desired effectsof shorteningreactorresidencetimes and producingChemCoal
product on line. In addition,the new CPU layouthas resulted in a signifi-
cant decrease in odor in the work area. ChemCoalprocessingresults in a
product with a smallermean particle size than the feed due to the formation
of floccules. The ChemCoal solid which was prepared by acidificationand
shippedto AllisonGas TurbineDivisionappearsto be superiorin nearlyevery
respectto ultra-cleancoal, althoughit contained0.48% ash.

During agglomerationstudies, it was found that more ash was removed
from coals of finer particle size than from largerparticlesizes, and hot-
water-driedligniteappearedto liberateash more easily than did as-received
lignite. Medium-densitysolventsseemedto reduceash more effectivelyduring
agglomeration than high-densitysolvent, and greater ash reductions were
realizedwith highermixing speedsand longermixingtimes, lt was also found
that agglomerateswhich are flocculateor discretein form generallyproduced
greaterash reductionsthandid amalgamagglomerates. l



DIRECT LIQUEFACTION OF LOW-RANK COALS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

_'o Co-processing of low-rank coals (LRCs) with petroleum resids under mildnditions may produce a product that extends petroleum refinery feeds with a
_artially coal-derived material. These co-processing products may also
jprovide a lower-cost way to introduce coal-derived materials into the
icommercial market. In this staged process, the petroleum resid acts as a
/solvent, aiding in the solubilization of the coal during the first stage, and
jboth the dissolved coal and the resid are upgraded during a second-stage
fcatalytic hydrogenation.
f
' Another method of upgrading coal in a liquefaction process is the
,_ChemCoal Process The process uses chemical methods to transform coal intoI

clean solid and liquid products, lt features low-severity conversion of coal
in a phenolic solvent, using an alkali promotor and carbon monoxide as the
reductant.

tl

i Oil agglomeration has been used to reduce the ash and mineral matter in
bituminous coals to obtain a product with increased heating value, reduced
moisture, and lower sulfur content. This method can be used to produce a

clean coal feedstock for liquefaction. During agglomeration, an oil is used
f to preferentially wet the organic phases of the coal, and water is used to wet
I the minerals, resulting in a separation of ash and water from the coal.l

J
f

2.0 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this project is to expand the scientific and
engineering data base of LRC liquefaction by investigating direct liquefaction
processes that will produce the most competitive feedstocks or liquid 'fuels.
The work effort which was proposed for the second year of this cooperative /

\ agreement dealt primarily with co-processin_and tbP._.£tm.mCoa._._____

2_1........Proposed Work for the Second Year (4/87-3/88)

2.1.1 Task 1 - Co-Processinq of Low-Rank Coal

An engineering evaluation was planned to assess continuous process unit
(CPU) operability in a two-stage system as well as conversion/yield structure
for the lignite/resid combination selected during FY 86/87. Both routine
analysis of the products for engineering material balance information and
detailed analytical support were determined to be necessary to assess the
application of staged co-processing to lignite. Detailed characterizations of
both feed and product streams were slated to include NMR, GC/MS, and metals
analyses.

2.1.2 Task 2 - ChemCoal Process

The ChemCoal Process has been identified as a process with the potential
for producing a clean product at competitive prices. This process was
successfully demonstrated at the University of North Dakota Energy and Mineral



Research Center (UNDEMRC) in 1986 during a recycle test. The results of this
test indicated that additional research on the ChemCoal Process would be
beneficial. Work effort proposed for the FY 87/88 ChemCoal program included a
repeat of the initial recycle test, the production and testing of ChemCoal
product in gas turbine and/or diesel engines, and an updating of the process
economics.

To accomplish these goals, it was considered necessary to update the
reactor portion of the CPU in terms of permanent reinstallation of equipment,
system controls, and data acquisition system. This was necessary primarily to
improve safety and reliability and for long-term operation. The activity was
considered to be part of routine maintenance, although it Was expected that it
would take two or more months to complete.

Plans were also made to modify the post-reactor equipment to reflect
information acquired during the recycle CPU operation associated with past
work at UNDEMRC, The necessary modifications consisted of the installation of
a pyrolysis solvent recovery unit, individual solids separation units, and a
different distillation unit. lt was felt that installation of these units
would allow for direct on-line collection of solid ChemCoal particles in
addition to a more realistic product slate. This improved downstream
equipment and processing was aimed at correcting deficiencies in ash removal
and sodium recovery.

CPU operation was planned to provide both process _evelopment data and
products for utilization/marketing development. Four to six CPU runs were
planned to produce between 150 and 500 pounds of ChemCoal solids for utiliza-
tion testing. Analytical support necessary for this activity was to be aimed
at the development of the ChemCoal Process, especially with respect to
answering questions resulting from operations requirements. SpeciFic chemical
characterization of the product slate was planned to assist in utilization/
marketing development.

Materials produced during the CPU tests were to be sent to an outside
organization for end-use testing as a diesel and/or turbine fuel extender/
substitute.

An in-house economic study was planned to update a previously completed
Bechtel study, lt was planned that the updated study would feature the
effects of the process improvements developed as a result of the last recycle
test.

2.1.3 Task 2 - Aqglomeration Studies

Agglomeration studies comprised the third aspect of the research which
was carried out during the FY 87/88 program year. These studies focused on
the development of the technical capability to prepare a low-ash LRC feedstock
for liquefaction by separation/agglomeration using viscous liquids derived
from petroleum, bitumen, or a select ChemCoal Process stream fraction. The
resulting easily-handled dry product, high in coal content, was to be
separated from an aqueous discharge high in ash content, lt was planned that,
if the hydrophilic natu)°eof the raw coals limited the usefulness of this
approach, hot-water drying would be used to change the nature of the coal.

2



2.2 Change of Scope
p

The DOE's desire to further assess the ChemCoal Process and to support
continued process development led to a change in program direction. Two-,
thirds of the FY 87/88 Cooperative Agreement funding which was originally
slated for co-processing use was diverted to the development of the ChemCoal
Process. This resulted in the performance of autoclave (as opposed to
continuous) co-processing tests and minimal analysis of the products of these
tests. The remainder of the work effort focused on the refit of the CPU and
the production of additional ChemCoal product for end-use testing.

3.0 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

3.1 Results of Task 1 - Co-Processing Studies

3.1.1 Materials and Equipment

Five hot-charge, staged, batch autoclave tests were performed to compare
"normal" staged liquefaction solvent to "co-processing" solvent. The testing
was performed in the staged batch autoclave system pictured in Figure i. All
of the runs were performed using Martin Lake, Texas, lignite. Three runs were
made with AO4 solvent, while Lummus solvent was used for one run and Arabian
resid was used for the other. Table 1 lists the nominal run conditions for
these five tests as well as four tests which were made late in FY 86/87. The
data for these runs were reduced during the 87/88 program year.

Gas Out

Slurry In w --Gas In Gas In--_ f ,<..._

To Vent To Vent

it( r I

1st ;t_ ge !
' 2 Gallon
i

| 1 Gallon Quench

.---.-J i 2nd Stagei

I i ,,
Sample Time Sample

, Product

Figure i. Staged batch autoclave system used during co-processing studies.
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3.1.2 Results of Autoclave Testing

3.1.2.1 Catalyst-Screening Runs N377, N379, N382, and N383

The results of the analytical work performed on Runs N377, N379, N382,
and N383 were reduced during the first quarter of FY 87/88. Run feedstocks
and conditions are given in Table I. The Following paragraphs provide an
overview of these results.

Determination of trace heavy metals concentrations in the co-processing
products was carried out as a function of pentane solubility. Samples of the
product slurries from Runs N379, N382, and N383 were separated into pentane-
soluble and insoluble fractions. Both fractions, as well as the raw product
slurries from each test, were analyzed for iron, nickel, and vanadium using an
acid digestion technique. The data in Table 2 show that the product slurry of
the uncatalyzed run contained more iron than did either the HpS- or ammonium
molybdate-catalyzed runs, while its nickel and vanadium contents were only
slightly higher.

TABLE 2

METALS CONTENT BASED ON PENTANE SOLUBILITY

Ni (ppm) V__

N379 product slurry 1,700 45 91
pentane solubles 0 0 6
pentane insolubles 13,000 190 370

N382 product slurry 1,800 47 70
pentane solubles 17 4 6
pentar_ insolubles 16,000 210 360

N383 product slurry 2,400 57 i00
pentane solubles 46 0 5
pentane insolubles 13,000 180 380

Arabian resid raw 56 37 120
pentane solubles 0 8 28

Malign Lake coal 4,300 0 24

NBS 8505 certifie_ a .... 390
analyzedD .... 460

NBS 1634a certifie_ a 31 29 56
analyzed _ 27 31 61

a Values certified by National Bureau of Standards.
b Values obtained using described analysis.



The effect of co-processing on the trace heavy metals concentrations was
also examined as a function of percent distillable product slurry. Vacuum
distillations were carried out to obtain these data. The results of these

analyses are presented in Table 3, which shows that the trace heavy metals
were indeed concentrated in the residue, as would be expected. For the most
part, the 120°-260°C cut ccntained more iron thcn did the other distillation
cuts with the exception of the residue. Nickel and vanadium values were
higher for all runs in the 260°-275°C cut than in the 120°-260°C cut.

Pentane extraction and distillation were compared as methods of
recovering the largest product yield with the lowest metals concentrations
possible. Table 4 presents product metals contents as a function of pentane
solubility, along with coal conversions achieved for Runs N379, N382, and
N383. These data suggest that co-processing may reduce the nickel and
vanadium concentrations in the pentane-soluble fraction of Arabian resid.

These results are reported in a paper which was prepared for presentation
at the Coal-Oil Co-Processing Symposium to be held at the Third Chemical
Congress of North America sponsored by the American Chemical Society. lt will
be held in Toronto from June 5-11, 1988. The abstract of the paper is
included in Subsection 3.4.1 of this report.

3.1.2.2 Conditions-Screening Runs N385-N389

Table 5 presents the results of the analyses initially performed on the
five autoclave co-processing runs which were made early in the first quarter
of FY 87/88. Runs N385 and N386 were performed to compare the results of
processing Martin Lake lignite and AO4 at similar conditions witiland without
H2S. Run N387 was performed at slightly higher temperatures and a lower
second-stage pressure. Run N388 was performed to compare the processing used
with high-rank coals (high-temperature first stage) with LRC processing (low-
temperature first stage). As the data in Table 5 show, the carbon content of
the Run N388 product was significantly lower than the carbon contents of the
products of the other runs. Run N389 was a base-case run which was performed
when a new barrel of Martin Lake lignite was opened.

Further data and results of these tests will be obtained at a later

date. The acquisition of the new data reduction system has been in progress
for the last half of FY 87/88, although on a low-priority basis. Due to the
change in program direction, this data will not be needed until the second
half of FY 88/89. At that time it will be used to establish conditions for
screening tests which will be performed on the CPU.

3.1.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

On the basis of preliminary study, co-processing appears to have merit as
a means of reducing catalyst-poisoning metals concentrations in petroleum
resids. However, in order to properly evaluate co-processing, both coal
conversion and the extent of resid upgrading need to be assessed in terms of
reaction cost and product value. In addition, a larger, more accurate
analytical data base is required to validate the metals concentration values.



TABLE 3

METALSCONTENTBASEDON PERCENTPRODUCTSLURRYDISTILLABLE

Product Slurry
L (wt%) Fe (ppm) Ni (ppm) V (ppm_

N377 Prod. Slurry 4,200 34 78
Cold Trap ^ 9.6 <5a <5 <5
IBP -120_C 10..3 <7 <7 <7
1200 - 260°C 31.7 7 4 4
2600 - 275°C 6.2 75 40 40
Residue 42.2 10,200 79 150

N379 Prod. Slurry 4,000 37 81

Cold Trap ^ 4.4 <4 <4 <4
IBP - 120uc 13.6 <6 <6 <6
120 ° - 260°C 27.8 55 4 4
2600 - 285°C 13.8 15 6 6
Residue 40.6 10,200 99 180/

N382 Prod. Slurry 4,100 39 / 75

Cold Trap _ 2.2 <5 <5 <5
IBP - 120_C 9.4 <5 <5 <5
120° - 260°C 30.5 12 4 4
2600 - 305°C 16.1 7 6 6
Residue 37.3 10,800 94 170

N383 Prod. Slurry 2,700 30 65
Cold Trap _ 2.7 <5 <5 <5
IBP - 120_C 14.6 <5 <5 <5
120° - 260°C 31.8 74 5 5
2600 - 285°C 14.1 9 5 5
Residue 36.8 10,500 130 260

Resid I 36 12
1200 - 260°C 26.1 1 2 1
2600 - 295°C 16.3 26 2 2
Residue 57.6 14 62 19

Coal Digested 3,900 6 21
Coal Ashed 4,000 31 22

NBS 1634a Analyzed 32 29 58
NBS 1634a Certified 31 29 56

a Detection limits are based upon sample size and sensitivity of the
instrument. Instrument sensitivity is 0.5 _g/ml. _

NOTE: Since analyzed and calculated values are in reasonable agreement for
N377, N379, N382, and the resid, the large differences between values
for N383 are probably due to a measurement error. With the exception
of N383, the analyzed and calculated values for iron are very close.

k



TABLE 4

PRODUCTMETALS CONTENTAS A FUNCTIONOF PENTANESOLUBILITY

Pentane % MAF Coal

Solubility (%) Fe (ppm) . Ni (ppm) V (ppm) Converted

N379 74.6 0 0 6 74.7

N382 77.4 17 4 6 86.8

N383 72.7 46 0 5 70.8

Resid 80.3 0 8 28 --

TABLE 5

RESULTSOF ANALYTICAL TESTING PERFORMEDON PRODUCTSOF STAGED
AUTOCLAVECO-PROCESSINGTESTS USING MARTIN LAKE LIGNITE

Run No. N385 N386 N387 N388 N389

%C 82.7 82.9 82.0 68.8 76,8
%H 5.9 6.4 6.2 8.5 10.1
%N 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.I 0.2
%S 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.2 3.1

Pentane
Solubility a 24.9 23,8 20.9 20.5 23.4
THFI a 5.7 4.9 7.0 8,1 8.9

a Expressed as a weight percentage of product.



Pentane extraction of the product slurry provides a greater yield of
usable product than does distillation, and the pentane-soluble product
contains iron, nickel, and vanadium in concentrations comparable to those of
the distillate product.

The run which was performed to test co-processing using a high-
temperature first stage and a low-temperature second stage was not
successful. A cursory scan of the data indicates that the best success was
achieved during Run N386, when Martin Lake lignite and AO4 solvent were
reacted at a low-temperature first stage and a high-temperature second stage

in the presence of H2S.

3.2 Results of Task 2 - ChemCoal Program

3.2.1 CPU Refit

The majority of the ChemCoal work effort was spent on the CPU refit. A
complete teardown of the existing system was performed, and the associated
equipment was thoroughly cleaned. The existing equipment was evaluated and
relocated in the new layout. Necessary replacement parts and new equipment
were ordered and installed. All pressure vessels were resurfaced and all
pumps rebuilt. New gas and slurry feed systems were designed, as were the
downstream processing and data acquisition/control systems. The barricade was
prepared and painted, and a new control panel was built. All instrumentation
was installed and calibrated. The computer control system was programmed and
checks were performed on both the system and the programming. Delays in the
installation of the CPU wiring resulted in a 1.-2month accumulated delay in
the program.

Figure 2 shows the layout of the CPU operations area before and after the
refit. The downstream processing area was enclosed to better eliminate odors
in the work environment. The new design of the downstream processing also
necessitated the change in layout.

3.2.2 Downstream Modifications

A cold-charge autoclave run was performed in the two-gallon system to
produce material for testing various downstream processing schemes. The
results of these tests finalized the design of the improved downstream
processing area.

The new design of both the reactor and downstream processing areas is
shown in the flowsheet of Figure 3. The improvements made in the downstream
processing system resulted in the on-line processing of ChemCoal product and
the recycling of appropriate solvent cuts. Two centrifuges meeting process
design specifications (i.e., closed system with bottoms recycle) were ordered
for use in this area. One centrifuge was installed in the system. The other
was severely damaged during shipping and was returned to the manufacturer.
Following its repair, the second centrifuge was also installed in the
system. A rotary filter was acquired and readied to serve as a backup for the
centrifuges.
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To facilitate easier solvent recovery, a moderately large distillation
system was installed in the downstream processing area. The system will
permit tracking of solvent and, by recovering methanol to the fullest extent
possible, will allow all phenolics and methanol to be recycled. These
features make the system very cost-efficient and environmentally sound. The

system consists of a 6-inch diameter x 9-foot glass column capable of opera-
tion under a full vacuum and at reboiler temperatures of 204 C. The column
has a 5-foot long, fully packed (with York mesh) section with two inlets: one
in the upper region and the other in the lower region. A flowsheet of the
system is shown in Figure 4.

3.2.3 CPU Operation

Following reconstruction of the CPU, isolated subsystems underwent shake-
down testing. The initial operation of the CPU was performed with water.

Six ChemCoal shakedown runs were performed during the last quarter of FY
87/88. Run conditions for these run are presented in Table 6. The first
ChemCoal shakedown run was performed to verify reactor operability with
respect to the new system design. Operationally the run was completely
successful.

TABLE 6

NOMINAL CPU CHEMCOAL RUN CONDITIONS

Temperature 335°C

Pressure 1800 psi

Residence time 30 to 90 minutes

Flow Rates:
Gas 15 scfh + 0.1 cf
Liquid 5 Ib/h +-0.11b for 30-minute run

2.5 Ib/h + 0.11b for 60-minute run
1.25 Ib/h-+ 0.1 Ib for 90-minute runm

The second and third ChemCoal runs were performed to produce ChemCoal
product to set up the automation sequence in the downstream processing area
and to verify reactor level control. The level controller did not work
satisfactorily during the tests, and a new level controller was fabricated and
installed. During the three ChemCoal runs which followed, the new level
controller appeared to work weil. The runs were successful as reactor fouling
was not evident at the end of the runs.

During the performance of the CPU runs, the reactor level control was not
considered accurate enough to invest a good deal of analytical or engineering
effort in the determination of yield structures or product quality. However,
preliminary measurements indicated that mass balances greater than 99% and THF
conversions of 60%-99% could be attained.
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3.2.4 UtilizationTesting

A sample of ChemCoalwas prepared in the autoclavesystem for end-use
testing as a turbine fuel. This testingwill be performedat no cost to the
EMRC contractby AllisonGas TurbineDivisionof GeneralMotors. The ChemCoal
samplewas extremelylow in ash contentdue to an acidificationstepwhich was
used. To clean the ChemCoal,an acidificationstepwas required. During this
step, acetic acid, water, and methanolwere added to the filtrate. The ratio
of water to methanol to filtratewas 2:2:1. Three different sampleswere
preparedusing differentquantitiesuf acid, based upon the molar quantities
of sodium present in the filtrate, lt was assumedthat all sodium added as
NaOH Was present in the filtrate. Samplesof the productwere then ashed and

analyzed. The resultsof the analysesperformedon this sampleare presented
in Table 7, where they are comparedwith Allison'starget fuel specifica-
tions. Ash reduction,which has not been optimizedfor the ChemCoalProcess,
is the only target specificationnot achieved for this batch of ChemCoal
solid. In all other aspects (heteroatomsand heatingvalues), the ChemCoal
solid appears to be superior to the best product deep coal cleaning can
obtain.

TABLE 7

COMPARISONOF UMDEMRCCHEMCOALWITH ALLISON'STARGET
FUEL SPECIFICATIONSFOR BENCH-SCALECOMBUSTORTESTING

Specificationsfor
MicronizedCoal EMRC-Produced

ProximateAnalysis (wt%) SurfaceDry ChemCoal

Moisture 3.00 3.00
Volatiles 41.80 44.00
Fixed Carbon 55.00 52.50
Ash 0.20a 0.50
Total 100.00 100.00

Ultimate Analysis (wt%)

Ash 0.20 0.48
Sulfur 0.60 0.48
Hydrogen 5.00 6.17
Carbon 75.00 78.03
Nitrogen 1.60 0.76
Oxygen 14.60 11.08
Moisture 3.00 3.00

Total I00.00 I00.00

Heating Value (Btu/Ib)

Higher Heating Value 12,904 14,800

a Allison's particle size distribution specification: 3-5 micron mass mean
diameter, 15 micron top size.
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The sample was analyzed by SEM and Coulter counter for product size
distributionand was found to have a mean particlesize of 12-15 vm. Figures
5 through 9 are photographswhich compare the feed coal and the ChemCoal
product. The figures clearly show that the particle size distributionis
affectedby the processing,resultingin a smallermean particlesize. This
is due to the formationof flocculesof productwhich are seen most easily in
Figures8 and 9,

Sole'sourcejustificationwas begun for the selectionof SRI to perform
the diesel end-use testing on the ChemCoal product. Twenty-fivepounds of
productwill be producedand sent as soon as the contractis signed. Produc-
tion of this ChemCoalhas begun.

3.2.5 EconomicStudy

The planned in-house economic study of the effects of the process
improvementswhich were made during the refit will be performedduring FY
88/89. The delays in the CPU refit resultedin a lackof data necessaryfor
this study. This effort will be improvedsignificantlyif funding is made
availableto enable a PETC-contractA&E firm to participatein this task with
EMRC scientists.

Figure5. Feed coal (a) and ChemCoalproduct(b) - Magnification= 5Ox.
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Figure 6. Feed coal (a) and ChemCoal product (b) - Magnification - lOOx.

I

Figure 7. Feed coal (a) and ChemCoal product (b) - Magnification - 50Ox.
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Figure 8. Feed coal (a) and ChemCoal product (b) -Magnification = 100Ox.

Figure 9, ChemCoal product - Magnification = 500Ox.
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3.2.6 Conclusions and Recommendations

The new reactor and downstream processing designs appear to have had the
desired effects of shortening reactor residence times and producing ChemCoal

product on line. The computer-controlled system accurately controls all
i]iquid and gas flow rates and has resulted in a reduction in the number of
....personnel required for CPU operation. The new CPU layout has resulted in a
significant decrease in odors in the work area. Shakedown testing of the
system has been operationally successful.

3.3 Results of Task 2 - Agglomeration Studies

Agglomeration studies of subbituminous coal and lignite have not been as
successful as those of bituminous coal because of their greater oxygen content
and the hydrophilic nature of their surfaces (1). The focu_ of this study was
to reduce the ash contents of both bituminous coal and lignite, and to deter-
mine the effects of particle size, mixing conditions, and oil characteristics
on the agglomerates.

The degree to which a coal can be beneficiated by agglomeration is
limited by the particle size of the coal. The finer the grinding, the better
the chances of liberation of coal-like matter from the associated minerals and
increase in recovery of cleaner agglomerates (2).

The type of agglomerating oil used also affects the agglomeration of
different coal types. Light agglomerating oils with densities below approxi-
mately 0.90 g/cc often produce ash reductions that are within 10% to 20% of
the ash reductions obtained using the Stoddard solvent. The Stoddard solvent
is a highly paraffinic reference oll which generally produces good ash
reductions (1). These light oils ar not able to wet the lower-rank coals.
If heavier oils (such as coke oven tars, pitches, and petroleum crudes) are
used, distinct agglomerates are formed with the low-rank coals (1).

Agglomerated size is affected by system process variables such as mixing
speed, mixing time, agitator design, and solvent-to-coal ratio. The size of
agglomerated products decreases with an increase in mixing speed and/or an
increase in mixing time because of increased impact forces (3). lhorough
agitation substantially increases the yield but not necessarily the size of
agglomerates, particularly at lower solvent-to-coal ratios (4). If an
increase in agglomerate size is desired, the amount of binding oil used, often
15% to 30% by weight of coal, is also increased (5).

The pH of the coal-oil-water slurry affects the removal of pyritic
sulfur, the removal of ash, and the amount of time required for agglomera-
tion. The removal of pyritic sulfur is best done at a pH of between 7 and 11
(6). An alkaline solution within this pH range causes the surface of the
pyritic sulfur to become more hydrophilic. The percent ash reduction'may be
increased and the time required for agglomeration decreased by a change in the
pH of the coal-oil-water slurry toward the coal's isoelectric boint (7).
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The recovery of binding oils would make the oil agglomeration of coals a
more economical process. Recovery of 40% to 50% of the binding oil by thermal
treatment under reduced pressure or with superheated steam maintains the
calorific value of the product, increases mechanical stability, decreases
moisture content, and generates a product that is free of self-ignition
hazards (8).

3.3.1 Materials and Equ!pment

Small- and large-scale agglomeration tests were carried out using three
different coal types and two different particle sizes. The coal types
consisted of as-received Illinois #6 bituminous coal, as-received Indian Head
lignite, and hot-water-dried Indian Head lignite. Particle sizes tested were
70 wt% -200 mesh (75 vm) and -325 mesh (45 vm). Percent ash values on a
moisture-free basis were 12.75%, 24.85%, 14.63%, and 11.03% for 70 wt% -200
mesh bituminous coal, -325 mesh bituminous coal, and -325 mesh lignite, as-
received and hot-water-dried, respectively.

If

To determine the most suitable binding oil for agglomeration of the coal
types, screening tests were perfov'medusing nine different liquids. Binding
oils which were tested included Arabian resid, 1-octanol, JP-4 aviation fuel,
Lummus solvent, Mandan Decant oil, Mayan Crude oil, North Slope ATB, p-xylene,
and Great Plains Gasification Plant rectisol naphtha.

Small samples of coal, oil, and water were mixed using a micro-
agglomeration cell to find the most suitable mixtures for use in the larger
experiments. A typical analysis used 0.50 g coal, 0.15 to 0.35 g oil, and
10 g water. The stirrer speed ranged from 10,000 to 21,000 rpmo Bituminous
coal and water were mixed with Mandan Decant oil or mixtures of Mandan Decant
oil and either p-xylene or rectisol naphtha to find the optimum solvent-to-
coal weight ratio.

The equipment used to carry out the large-scale experiments consisted of
a variable-speed blender with a fabricated stirring rod, a balance for
weighing coal and oil feedstocks, and a 100 mesh (150 vm) screen for
separating the agglomeration products.

3.3.2 Results of Testing

Microagglomeration and large-scale experiments produced agglomerates
which varied in size and texture with different solvent-to-coal ratios, mixing
speeds, and mixing times. The final agglomerates have been classified into
three different forms. Microagglomerates, or flocs as they are sometimes
called, are the smallest. Discrete agglomerates are medium sized, and
amalgams are large coal-in-oil pastes. Agglomerate texture was classified as
either firm or loose. The formation of discrete agglomerates firm in texture
was preferred. Figures 10 and 11 are photographs of discrete and amalgam
agglomerates, respectively, formed from 70 wt% -200 mesh bituminous coal and a
50 wt% mixture of Mandan Decant oil and p-xylene binding oil.
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Figure 10. Discreteagglomeratesformedfrom -200 mesh, as-received
o Illinois#6 bituminouscoal and 50 wt_ Mandan DecantOil

in p-xylenebindingoil.

Figure 11. Amalgamagglomerateformed from-200,mesh, as-received
Illinois#6 bituminouscoal and 50 wt_ Mandan DecantOil
in p-xylenebindingoil.
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The microagglomerationexperimentsprovided the solvent-to-coal_ratios
needed to producestableagglomeratesin the large-scaleexperiments, Tables
8 and 9 give the oil type, solvent-to-coalratio,mixing speed,mixing time,
and agglomeratetype for the experimentsperformedusing 70 wt% -200 mesh and
-325 mesh bituminouscoal. From the resultsgiven in these tables,it can be
seen that the Mandan Decant oil alone acts slowly as a binder. For this
reason, a mixture of Mandan Decant oil in p'xylene was tried. Sun and
McMorris found that binding oils of medium density are required to obtain
satisfactoryrecoverylevelsfor the coal fines (1). A 50 wt% solutionof the
two oils has a specific gravity of 0.9400, classifyingthe mixture as a
medium-densityoil. The resultsshow that a 50 wt% mixture of the Mandan
Decant oil agglomeratedthe -325mesh bituminouscoalwithinminutes;however,
a sampleof -325 mesh bituminouscoal combinedwith a 50 wt% Mandan Decantoil
and p-xylene mixture in a solvent-to-coalratio of 0.8 did not form
agglomerates.

TABLE 8

MICROAGGLOMERATIONRESULTSFOR -325 MESH
ILLINOIS#6 BITUMINOUSCOAL,AS RECEIVED

Binding Solvent/Coal Mix Speed Mix Time (min} Agglomerates
Run # Oil Ratio (rpm) Oil-H20 Slurry Type Texture

i MDa 0.4 i0,000 I 3 floc loose

2 MD 0.5 i0,000 I 3 floc loose

3 MD 0.6 10,000 i 3 amalgam firm

4 MD 0.7 i0,000 i 3 discrete loose

5 50%MD/XYb 0.5 i0,000 i 3 discrete firm

6 50%MD/XY 0.6 i0,000 I 3 discrete firm

7 50%MD/XY 0.7 i0,000 i 3 amalgam firm

8 50%MD/XY 0.8 i0,000 I 3 amalgam firm

9 50%MD/XY 0.5 I0,000 2 3 amalgam firm

i0 50%MD/XY 0.6 I0,000 2 3 amalgam firm

II 50%MD/XY 0.7 i0,000 2 3 amalgam firm

12 50%MD/XY 0.8 i0,000 i i no agglomerate

a Mandan Decantoil
b 50 wt% Mandan Decantoil in p-xylene
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TABLE9
i

MICROAGGLOMERATIONRESULTSFOR 70 WT% -200 MESH
ILLINOIS #6 BITUMINOUSCOAL, AS RECEIVED

Binding Solvent/Coal Mix Speed Mix Time (min) _Agglomerates
Run # Oil Ratio (rpm) Oil-H20 Slurry Type Texture.

1 50%MD/XYa 0.6 20,000 1 3 amalgam firm

2 50%MD/XY 0.7 20,000 1 3 amalgam firm

3 50%MD/XY 0.5 10,000 2 3 amalgam firm

4 50%MD/XY 0.6 10,000 2 3 amalgam firm

5 50%MD/XY 0.7 10,000 2 3 amalgam firm

a 50 wt% Mandan DecantOil in p-xylene

Before performingadditionallarge-scaleexperiments,the solvent-to-coal
ratios which formed discrete agglomerateswhen tested with the microagglom-
erator were reviewed and solvent-to-coalratios below or equal to 0.5 were
used.

Resultsof the large-scaleexperimentsusing 50 wt% MandanDecant oil in
p-xylenebindingoil and bituminouscoal at solvent-to-coalratios of 0.25 to
0.50 are listedin Table 10. The oil was dispersedin the water phase before
adding the coa) to aid in the surfacewetting of the particles. Propeller
speeds of 7500 to 10,500 rpm (tip speedsof 25 to 35 meters per second)and
mixing times of 3 to 6 minuteswere used. These conditionshave been used by
the Convertoland Oliflocprocessesin Germany (1). By contrast,slower tip
speeds and longermixing periodscould have been used.

The data from Table 10 were plottedto show theeffects of mixing speed,
mixing time, and particlesize on the agglomerateash content. Figures12 and
13 show that the 6-minutemixing period consistentlyreducedash content at
each mixing speed as the solvent-to-coalratio was increased. The 3-minute
mixing periodonly producedfluctuationsin the percentproductash at mixing
speeds of 13,000 rpm. This may indicatethat the 3-minutemixing period was
not long enough and the mixing speed too slow for the binding oil to
completelywet the coal particles.

Figures 14 and 15 show the amount of ash containedin the productafter
mixing times of 3 and 6 minutes,respectively.At the 3-minutemixing time, a
mix speed of 13,000 rpm exhibitedfluctuationsin the ash reductionas the
solvent-to-coalratio increased. However,at the 6-minutemixingperiod,both
blenderspeeds consistentlyreducedash content. The mix speed of 16,000 rpm
resulted in a percent productash that was 1% to 2% lowerthan that obtained
at the 13,000rpm mix speed.
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TABLE 10

AGGLOMERATIONRESULTSFOR A 50 WT% MANDANDECANTOIL
IN P-XYLENEAND 70 WT% -200 MESH

ILLINOIS#6 BITUMINOUSCOAL, AS RECEIVED

Sol/Coal Mix Speed Mix Time (min) Agglomerates % Product
Run # Ratio (rpm) Oil-H20 SlurrY Type Texture pH Ash

1 0.25 13,000 2 3 discrete firm _a 11.76b
J_

2 0.30 13,000 2 3 discrete firm - 11.75

3 0.35 13,000 2 3 discrete firm - 10.91

4 0.40 13,000 2 3 amalgam loose - 11.05

5 0.50 13,000 2 3 amalgam firm - 11.31

6 0.25 16,000 2 3 discrete firm 6 11.82

7 0.30 16,000 2 3 discrete firm 6 11.55

8 0.35 16,000 2 3 discrete firm 6 11.38

9 0.25 13,000 2 6 discrete firm - 11.97

10 0.30 13,000 2 6 amalgam firm - 11.69

11 0.35 13,000 2 6 amalgam firm - 11.37

12 0.25 16,000 2 6 discrete firm - 11.25

13 0.30 16,000 2 6 discrete firm - 11.07

14 0.35 16,000 2 6 discrete firm - 10.96

15c 0.25 16,000 2 6 floc firm - 21.83

16c 0.30 16,000 2 6 floc firm - 20.99

17c 0.35 16,000 2 6 discrete firm - 20.55

a pH was not taken.
b Moisture-freebasis.
c Illinois#6 bituminouscoal, -325mesh particles,as received.
Ash contentof 70 wt% -200 mesh coal was 12.75%,and 24.85%for -325 mesh
coal, moisture-freebasis.
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Figure 16 presentsthe percentproduct ash as a functionof solvent-to-
coal ratio for 70 wt>"-200 mesh and -325 mesh Illinois#6 bituminouscoal.
These data were taken at a mixing speed of 16,000 rpm for a mixing period of
6 minutes. Althoughthe productash contentof the -325mesh coal was greater
than that of the -200 mesh coal, the ash reductionfor the -325 mesh coal was ,
greater. The ash content of the -325 mesh coal, on a dry basis,was 24.85>",
while the 70 wt>"-200 mesh coal contained12.75>"ash on the same basis. This
difference in ash content may be due to the fact that the samples were
obtained from two different mine locations. Coals of finer particle sizes
have been found to produce a cleaner product after agglomeration(1). The
-325 mesh coal apparently allows more of the ash and mineral matter to be
liberated, resulting in a cleaner agglomerate product. The greatest ash
reductionfor both 70 wt>"-200 mesh and -325 mesh bituminouscoal occurred at
a blender speed of 16,000 rpm and a mixing time of 6 minutes. Higher ash
reductionsmay requirelongermixing times.

Further testing was performed using as-received and hot-water-dried
Indian Head lignite. Table 11 lists the resultsof the microagglomerationof
-325 mesh as-receivedlignite and a mixture of 50 wt>"Mandan Decant oil in
p-xylene mixture, while Table 12 lists the results of the microagglomeration
of -325 mesh hot-water-driedlignite. The hot-water-driedligniteproducedan
agglomeratethat was more stable at highermixing speeds.
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Figure 16. Percent agglomerate ash (moisture-free basis) as a function of
solvent-to-coalratio for both 70 wt>,-200 mesh and -325 mesh
bituminous coal. Mixing speed was 16,000 rpm for 6 minutes.
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TABLE 11

MICROAGGLOMERATIONRESULTSFOR -325 MESH
INDIANHEAD LIGNITE,AS RECEIVED

Binding Solvent/CoalMix speed Mix Time (min) Agglomerates
Run # Oil Ratio (rpm) Oil-H20 Slurry Type Texture

,,- u

1 50%MD/XYa 0.25 1.0,000 2 3 floc firm

2 50%MD/XY 0.30 10,000 2 3 floc firm

3 50%MD/XY 0.35 10,000 2 3 floc firm

4 50%MD/XY 0.40 10,000, 2 3 discrete firm

5 50%MD/XY 0.45 10,000 2 3 discrete firm

6 50%MD/XY 0.50 10,000 2 3 discrete firm

7 50%MD/XY 0.60 10,000 2 3 discrete firm

8 50%MD/XY 0.70 10,000 2 3 discrete firm

a 50 wt% Mandan Decantoil in p-xylenebindingoil.

TABLE 12

MICROAGGLOMERATIONRESULTSFOR -325 MESH
INDIANHEAD LIGNITE,HOT-WATERDRIED AT 330°C

Binding Solvent/Coal Mix Speed Mix Time (min) Agglomerates
Run # Oil Ratio (rpm) Oil-H20 Slurry Type Texture

1 50%MD/XYa 0.25 10,000 2 3 floc firm
2 50%MD/XY 0.30 10,000 2 3 discrete firm
3 50%MD/XY 0.35 10,000 2 3 discrete firm
4 50%MD/XY 0.40 1.0,000 2 3 amalgam firm
5 50%MD/XY 0.50 10,000 2 3 amalgam firm
6 50%MD/XY 0.25 20,000 2 3 discrete firm
7 50%MD/XY 0.30 20,000 2 3 discrete firm

_ 8 50%MD/XY 0.35 20,000 2 3 discrete firm
9 50%MD/XY 0.40 20,000 2 3 discrete firm
10 50%MD/XY 0.50 20,000 2 3 amalgam firm

a 50 wt% Mandan Decant oil in p-xylene binding oil.
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Resultsfor the agglomerationexperimentsusing 50 wt% Mandan Decantoil
in p-xyleneand -325 mesh ligniteat mixingspeedsof 10,000rpm for 3 minutes
may be seen in Table 13, lt was hoped that lower solvent-to-coalratioswould
avoid the formationof amalgams and liberatemore of the ash and mineral
matter. Figure 17 plots thepercent productash versus solvent-to-coalratio
for -325 mesh, as-receivedlignite and hot-water-driedlignite at a mixing
speed of 10,000 rpm for 3 minutes. The hot-water-driedligniteconsistently
resultedin productash contentsthat were 2% to 3% lower than those obtained
with the as-receivedlignite at varying solvent-to-coalratios, indicating
that the hot-water-driedlignite does liberatethe ash. Figure 18 compares
the effect of mixing speed on agglomerationof the same materialsat the same
conditions. As the plot shows, mixing speed producedagglomerateswith ash
contents0.4% to 1.14_ less thanmixing speed of 10,000rpm.

Additional experimentsusing -325 mesh, as-receivedlignite and two
differentbindingoils, 50 wt% Mandan Decantoil in p-xyleneand 50 wt% Mandan
Decant oil in rectisol naphtha,were performed. The results are listed in
Table 14. The same solvent-to-coalratio,mixing speed,and mixingtime were
used for each run. The Mandan Decant oil in p-xylene binder produced an
average product ash content of 12.09%. This value was only slightly lower
than the 12.72% contentof the Mandan Decantoil in rectisolnaphthabinder
and indicatesthat rectisol naphthamay be a useful substitutefor p-xylene
when mixing low- and high-densityoils to give a medium-densitybindingoil.

TABLE13

AGGLOMERATIONRESULTSFOR50 WI'%MANDANDECANTOIL
IN P-XYLENEAND-325 MESHINDIAN HEADLIGNITE,

HOT-WATERDRIEDAT 330°C

Sol/Coal Mix Speed Mix Time (miq) Agglomerates % Product
Run # Ratio (rpm) Oil-H20 Slurry Type Texture pH Ash

r

Ia 0.35 10,000 2 3 discrete firm _b 12.93c
2a 0.40 10,000 2 3 discrete firm - 13.38
3a 0.45 10,000 2 3 discrete firm - 13.89
4 0.25 10,000 2 3 amalgam firm - 8.73
51 0.30 10,000 2 3 amalgam firm - 10.29
6 0.35 10,000 2 3 amalgam firm - 10.12
7 0.40 10,000 2 3 amalgam firm - 10,27
8 0.30 20,000 2 3 amalgam firm - 9,49
9 0.35 20,000 2 3 discrete firm 6 9.44
10 0.40 20,000 2 3 discrete firm - 9.58

a -325 mesh IndianHead lignite,as received.
b pH not taken.
c Moisture-freebasis.
Ash contentof as-receivedlignitewas 14.63%,and 11.03%for hot-water-
dried ligniteon a moisture-freebasis.
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Figure17. Percentagglomerateash (moisture-freebasis)as a functionof
solvent-to-coalratiofor -325mesh as-receivedand hot-water-
driedlignite.Mixingspeedwas 10.,000rpm for3 minutes.
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TABLE14

AGGLOMERATIONRESULTSFOR50 WT%MANDANDECANTBINDINGOIL
AND-325 MESHINDIAN HEADLIGNITE, AS RECEIVED

Sol/Coal Mix Speed Mix Time (min) k Agglomerates % Product
Run # Ratio (rpm) Oil-H20 Slurry Type Texture pH Ash

I a 0.40 15,000 2 • 6 discrete firm _c 12.73d
2a 0.40 15,000 2 6 discrete firm - 11.94
3a 0.40 15,000 2 6 discrete firm - 11.61
4bL 0.40 15,000 2 6 discrete firm - 12.92
5_ 0.40 15,000 2 6 discrete firm - 12.26
6u 0.40 15,000 2 6 discrete firm - 12.98

a 50 wt% Mandan Decant oil in p-xylene binding oil.
b 50 wt% Mandan Decant oil in Rectisol Naphtha binding oil.
c pH was not taken.
d Moisture-freebasis.
Ash contentof as-receivedlignitewas 14.63%,moisture-freebasis.

"i

3.3.3 Conclusions

Coals of finer particlesizeshave been found to liberateash more easily
during agglomeration. UNDEMRC researchseemed to bear this out, as the ash
content of the -325 mesh bituminouscoal was reducedmore than that of the
70 wt% -200 mesh coal,with ash reductionsof 17.3% and 14.0%,respectively.

Hot-water-driedligniteappearedto liberateash more easilythan did as-
received lignite. The ash contentof the -325 mesh, hot-water-driedlignite
was reduced 14.4% as comparedto a reductionof 11.6% for the -325 mesh, as-
receivedlignite.

Results obtainedduring testingwith Mandan Decant oil/rectisolnaphtha
solventwere not as satisfactoryas the resultsobtainedusing Mandan Decant
oil/p-xylene. Ash reductionsof -325 mesh, as-receivedIndian Head lignite
using these two solventswere 13.1% and 17.4%,respectively.

Higher mixing speeds (16,000 and 20,000 rpm) and longer mixing times
(6 minutes)resultedin greaterash reductions,irrespectiveof coal type.

Agglomerateswhich were flocculateor discretein form generallyresulted
in greaterash reductionsthan did amalgamagglomerates.

The solvent-to-coalratio of a 50 wt% Mandan Decant oil in p-xylene
mixture which yielded the greatest ash reductionswhen applied to either
bituminouscoal or lignitewas 0.35;
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Mandan Decant oil, which is a high-densityoil, will agglomeratethe
various coal types only after extended periodsof time. A medium-density,
50 wt% mixture of Mandan Decant oil in eitherp-xylene or rectisolnaphtha
will agglomeratethe differentcoal types testedwithinseveralminutes.

3.4 PapersPreparedfor Presentation

3.4.1 Co-Processing

A paper entitled "Coprocessingwith Petroleum Resid and Martin Lake
Lignite"was preparedfor presentationat the Coal-OilCo-processingSymposium
to be held at the Third ChemicalCongressof North Americasponsoredby the
American Chemical Society. The symposiumwill be held June 5-11, 1988, in
Toronto. The abstractof the paper is as follows.

ABSTRACT

Petroleum resids have traditionallybeen overlooked as fuel sources
despitetheir significantenergy content. These productsoften containiron,
nickel, and vanadium in concentrationswhich rapidlydeactivateor "poison"
hydrogenationcatalysts. Reactingpetroleumresid with coal under liquefac-
tion conditionsor "coprocessing"has been proposedas an economicmethodfor
the removal of trace metals. Coprocessinginvolves the upgrading of a
petroleumresid in a reactionwith coal. While the resid acts as the lique-
faction solventsomeof the coal is convertedto products,and the unconverted
coal acts as a sink for metals. This paperwill describethe resultsof tests
to determinethe increasein liquid productyields, and the reductionin the
concentrationsof trace metals achieved by coprocessingArabian resid with
Martin Lake lignite. Four batch autoclavetests were made using various
catalystsand conditions. Distillableproductscomprising45-60 wt% of the
individualproductslurrieswere foundto contain2-8 ppm nickeland vanadium,
and 9-41 ppm iron.

3.4.2 ChemCoal

A paper entitled"ChemCoalProcessRecycleTest/IndianHead Lignite"was
preparedfor presentationat the FourteenthBiennialLigniteSymposiumon the
Technologyand Utilizationof Low-RankCoals which was held in Dallas,Texas,
from May 18-21, 1987. The abstractof the paper follows.

ABSTRACT

This report details work at the Universityof North Dakota Energy and
Mineral Research Center (UNDEMRC) demonstratingthe ChemCoal Process as
appliedto IndianHead lignitein a full solventrecycleto lined-out,steady-
state operation. The ChemCoalProcessuses chemicalmethodsto transformcoal
into clean solid and liquid products. The process features low-severity
conversion (.temperaturesless than 340°C; pressures less than 12.4 MPa
(1800 psig))of coal in a phenolicsolvent,with an alkalipromoterand carbon
monoxide reductant. The work presented in this report was fundea by the
United StatesDepartmentof Energy (DOE)throughUND/DOECooperativeAgreement
DE-FC21-83FE60181,the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Contract
2655-3,the Universityof North Dakota (UND),and CarbonResourcesInc. (CRI).
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A successful CPU recycle test to solvent lineout was achieved. Operation
was maintained for 39 theoretical passes and was concluded voluntarily. The
recycle test was primarily aimed at resolving potential process flaws identi-
fied in a 1985 report by Bechtel Group, Inc., "ChemCoal Process Evaluation
Study." The recycle results showed:

e ChemCoal Process conversion averaged over 80% of MAF (moisture-and
ash-free) coal and remained relatively constant.

• No loss in conversion occurred as process-derived solvent replaced
start-up solvent in multiple recycles.

• Excess solvent (113%) was generated under all conditions.

• Reductant consumption was below 2.0 wt% of the MAF coal as hydrogen
gas.

3.4.3 Aqglomeration

A paper entitled "Beneficiation of a Bituminous Coal and a Lignite Coal
by Agglomeration Using Novel Binding Oils" has been prepared for presentation
at the Coal-Oil Co-processing Symposium to be held at the Third Chemical
Congress of North America sponsored by the American Chemical Society. The
symposium will take place June 5-11, 1988, in Toronto. The abstract of the
paper is as follows.

ABSTRACT

Illinois #6 and both as received and hot-water-dried Zap (Indian Head)
North Dakota lignite were agglomerated with Mandan refinery decant oil
containing either p-xylene or deodorized rectisol naphtha from the Great
Plains Gasification Plant. The effectiveness of each of the binding oils on
agglomeration was determined from ash reduction and organic recovery as a
function of mixing speed, mixing time, particle size, and oil-to-coal ratio.
Results indicated that, although the ash reduction was significant in the
Mandan decant/rectisol naphtha binder for both coals, greater reduction was
achieved with the Mandan decant/p-xylene. Higher mixing speeds, longer mixing
times, smaller particle size, and binder to coal ratio of 0.35 gave the
greatest ash reductions. Agglomeration time was shortened substantially when
either p-xylene or rectisol naphtha was added to the Mandan decant iinplace of
using Mandan decant alone as binder.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Task 1 - Co-Processing of Low-Rank Coal

• Co-processing appears to have merit as a means of reducinglcatalyst-
poisoning metals concentrations in petroleum residso Irl order to
properly evaluate co-processing, both coal conversion and the extent
of upgrading need to be assessed in terms of reaction cost and product
value. In addition, a larger, more accurate analytical data base is
required to validate the metals concentration values.
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• Pentaneextractionof the productslurryprovidesa greateryield of
usable product than distillation,and the pentane-solubleproduct
contains iron, nickel, and vanadium in concentrationscomparableto
those of the distillateproduct.

• The use of a high-temperaturefirst stage and a low-temperaturesecond
stage used for most bituminous coals does not appear to be as
successfulfor L.RCswith respectto desiredproductcompositionas the
low-temperaturefirst-stage/high-temperaturesecond-stagesystem.

• The most successfultest in terms of product yield and composition
appears to have beena low-temperaturefirst-stage/high-temperature_
second-stagerun made with H2S as a reactionpromotor.

4.2 Task 2 - ChemCoalProcess

• The new reactor and downstreamprocessingdesignsappear to have had
the desiredeffects of shortening reactor residence times and
producingChemCoalproducton line.

• The computer-controlledsystemaccuratelycontrolsall liquid and gas
flow rates and has resultedin a reductionin the numberof personnel
requiredfor CPU operation.

• The new CPU layouthas resultedin a significantdecreasein odor in
the work area.

• The ChemCoalsolid preparedby acidificationas shippedto AllisonGas
Turbine Divisionfor turbinetestingappearsto be a productthat is
superiorin every respectto ultra-cleancoal exceptthat it contained
0.48_ ash.

• ChemCoalprocessingresultsin a productwith a smallermean particle
size than the feed due to the formationof floccules.

4.3 Task 3 - AgglomerationStudies

• Agglomerationof coals of finer particlesize resultedin a greater
reduction in ash content than did the agglomerationof larger
particlesof the same coal.

o Hot-water-driedligniteappearedto liberateash more easily than did
as-receivedligniteduringagglomerationstudies.

• A mixtureof 50 wt_ Mandan Decantoil and p-xyleneappearedto reduce
ash contents betterduring agglomerationthan did a mixtureof 50 wt%
Mandan Decantoil and rectisolnaphtha.

• Greater ash reductionsfor both coal types testedwere realizedwith
highermixing speedsand longermixing times.
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• When using the Mandan Decant oil/p-xylenemixture,a solvent-to-coal
ratio of 0.35 resultedin the greatestreductionin the ash contentof
either bituminouscoal or lignite.

• Agglomerateswhich are flocculate or discrete in form generally
producegreaterash reductionsthan do amalgamagglomerates.

• Medium-densitysolvents seem to reduce ash more effectivelyduring
agglomerationthan high-densitysolvents°

5.0 FUTUREOBJECTIVES

5.1 Co-Processingof Low-RankCoal

The optimumproductslate obtainableduring LRC/residco-processingwill
be determined. The results of the microreactorand batch autoclavetesting
performed during Years 1 and 2 of the programwill be used to define the
ranges for the parametricvariables. The major variablesincludetemperature,
pressure,reducinggas composition,residencetime, relativeconcentrationsof
coal and solvent, and catalyst systems. These independentvariableswill be
evaluated in a statisticallydesigned test matrix to provide mathematical
models for predictingoptimumyield structures.

Once the models have been developed,they will be used to predict the
optimum conditions at which to operate the CPU during a long-term test
(nominally14 days in length)to verify the conditionschosen. The CPU test
will determinethe effectsof long-termoperationon the catalystsystem,and
will validatethe yield structuresobtainedfrom the predictivemodel.

The results of the matrix evaluationwill suggest which are the key
variables, and, based on those recommendations,a limitednumber of samples
that cover the widest range in conversionsand yield structureswill be
submittedfor detailedchemicalanalysis. The resultsof this analysiswill
be evaluatedto determinesignificantcontributionsto coal solvationby the
petroleum fractions of the solvent. The fate of specific hydrogen
functionalitieswill also be examined.

The resultsof the test matrixwill be comparedto equivalenttest points
using an LRC-derivedsolvent. The LRC-derivedsolventwill be obtainedeither
through operationto recycle lineoutor from an earlieractivity,such as the
ChemCoal Process. If the ChemCoaldistillatefractionis to be used, it will
require cleanup and stabilization. This is, however,a simplerprocessthan
operatingto recyclelineoutand may thereforeprove to be the more attractive
of the two options.

5.2 ChemCoalProcess

Furtherverificationof the ChemCoalProcessusing higher-rankcoals will
be performed. The testingwill be performedon the UNDEMRCCPU in the fully
integrated,solvent-recyclemode of operation. This effort will include a
statisticallybased parametricstudy to determinesolvationstep sensitivity
as a functionof varioussystemparametersincludingpressure,residencetime,
catalyst loading,and reducinggas composition. This study is aimed at
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determining the optimum operating conditions for a select Powder River
subbituminouscoal, and how the variabilityof the solvationstep affectsthe
downstreamprocessingloop.

A similarmatrixwill be run on a selectmidwesternbituminouscoal. The
goal of this test seriesis to verify the resultsof early processingtesting
which suggestedthat bituminouscoals producedyields of chemical solids as
good as or better than LRCs.

Samples of ChemCoal will be prepared for testing within the Diesel
Utilizationprogram. Both liquidand slurryfuels will be tested.

An economicupdatefor the ChemCoalProcesswill be performed. This will
provide the credibilitynecessaryfor the private-sectorfunding needed to
commercializethe processto occur.

A small mechanisticstudywill be performedto elucidatethe mechanismof
hydrogentransfer during the ChemCoalprocess. The microreactorsystemwill
be used for this testing.

5.3 AgglomerationStudies

Testingwill continueto determinehow to producean easily handled,dry,
low-ashLRC productusing oil agglomerationtechniques. Varioussolventswill
be tested to improveon previouslyattainedash and moisturecontentreduction
in LRCs. The use of additivesto neutralizethe oleophobicpropertiesof the
surface-functionalgroupson coal will be investigated.
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